Memorandum
To: HALRB
Fr: Tom Jensen
Re: Hardscaping and removal of vegetation at 4025 N Randolph Street
Dt: February 19, 2022
Since moving into the house in 2010, we have been steadily, but slowly, taking steps to remedy
the severe erosion problems located just about everywhere around the house. Our initial
efforts involved shoring up the area along the east side of the foundation and the southeast
corner of the house where poorly designed downspouts had led to severe erosion around
foundation and deck piers. Several years later, we shifted our focus to the north side of the
house, where we removed decaying railroad ties used as bulkheads and broken pavers and
replaced them with a combination of concrete retaining walls (holding up the driveway) and
masonry stones (holding up the brick patio along the north side of the house). This work, which
totaled more than $350,000, was completed before or underway at the time the house was
recognized for its historic significance.
In the years since, have identified an escalating set of problems related to deterioration of the
asphalt surface of Randolph Street where it intersects our driveway (there is no apron or
sidewalk/curb), cracking and spalling stonework along the west and south sides of the house,
soil erosion from stormwater flows from the street onto the property, and plant die-off from
road salt washed into the garden. The deteriorating asphalt is a mess that sheds big chunks of
asphalt down our driveway and into the road, the stonework had become a safety issue, the
erosion a continuing nuisance and problem for our efforts to reestablish native plants, and the
salt had begun killing trees and shrubs in the front garden.
The prior owner had prepared the house for sale by, among other things, creating planting
strips along the foundation on the western façade of the house. She planted two Kousa
dogwoods, a rhododendron, azalea and euonymus flush with the foundation. The dogwoods
grew quickly and began lifting the pavers in the area and, much more problematic, cracking the
foundation, leading to water intrusion into the basement at the north end of the house. The
other plants never did particularly well (acid loving plants don’t like being next to alkaline
foundation walls) and tended to become avenues for carpenter ants and termites heading
toward the logs and other woodwork.
In addition, we observed that the gravel used for the parking area along the street was regularly
getting kicked into the roadway by delivery vehicles, mail trucks, our own vehicles, and the
many vehicles parked in our yard by persons using the nearby bike/hiking trail. The gravel was
a steady problem for the many cyclists passing our house on the way to and from Chain Bridge
and caused a number of wipe-outs by riders of road bikes speeding down Randolph toward the

bike trail on narrow, high-pressure tires. The gravel area adjacent to Randolph immediately
west of the northern end of the house (west of the mudroom) was held up by a loose stack of
rotting cut limbs and broken rails from split rail fencing used elsewhere in the yard and was
sloughing down into the garden, collapsing under the pressure of vehicles parked in that area. I
saw people exiting their cars fall into our garden on two occasions, having not noticed the
unstable footing.
We have also regularly found hikers and bikers squatting uncomfortably on the low, unstable
stacked rock wall surrounding the garden on the northwest corner of the yard where 41st Street
(the bike trail) intersects Randolph Street. The very steep hill up from Chain Bridge to our
house takes a toll on hikers and riders who often seek to rest when they reach the top, which
happens to be our garden. As a hiker and biker, I sympathize with their exhaustion and desire
to sit and recuperate, and felt bad to see them perching uncomfortably or, pretty regularly,
tipping over the unstable rocks into my plantings.
We are committed to protect the historic look and feel of the house. We’re proud of it and
spend hours and hours each year answering questions from hikers and bikers about the house,
the history of the area, and how we’re working to protect this weird, quirky place. In the
absence of the signage that had been contemplated at the time of historic designation, we’re
the only folks offering any kind of education about the historic property to passers-by. We
keep bees and share lots of information with folks about native plants, how pollinators serve
the ecosystem, and how certain gardening practices common in Arlington are damaging to
native insects, birds, and other wildlife.
While fully committed to our voluntary roles as stewards of the Hermitage, we also want to
have a safe, usable yard, with attractive native plantings, that supports the heavy use of
Randolph by hikers and bikers. As we considered how to fix the various problems with the
hardscaping, we resolved to use only the same native stone that matches the stone used for
the existing patios, walkways, and stairs surrounding the house. The stone is generally
described as “Pennsylvania slate” or “Pennsylvania steppers” or “river jack.” The one exception
involves the need to substitute granite cobbles for gravel in the parking area along the street,
since there apparently is no slate or shale paving stone hard, thick, and uniform enough to use
for parking purposes (and asphalt would be out of character). We committed to maintain the
low, discreet heights of walls, the elevation of patios and walkways relative to the house
foundation, and overall natural/wild feel of the yard. We decided to use low voltage LED
lighting for safety on walkways (downlights, with the fixtures hidden under the edges of
capstones and pavers) and add new low voltage LED spotlighting on the portions of the west
and south facades that use log construction. The lighting will highlight the most visible historic
features of the house for several hours at night, while deemphasizing the conventional
construction used for the 1980 and 1990 additions.
[We have approached the county regarding replacement of the asphalt where the driveway and
Randolph intersect or construction of an apron and have been told that we’ll need to hire a
surveyor, develop engineering plans, secure county approval for the plans, and pay for the work

ourselves. We’ve decided to put this work off indefinitely on the assumption that the county
will do something once the pavement cracks sufficiently to warrant the attention of county
staff concerned with safe passage of school busses, snowplows, and other county vehicles.]
The various issues summarized above added up to a variety of needs and opportunities to
renovate, replace, and in some cases modify hardscaping surrounding our house. The attached
documents include a general scheme shown on a plat, with 9 different tasks illustrated by the
attached images, most of which are copied from the historic designation report prepared for
the house.
The items are as follows:
1. Stabilize stacked stone wall surrounding northwest garden with a flat stone surface
more suitable for use as a rest stop by hikers and bikers. Reuse existing stone and add
stone and mortar to stabilize, raise stones to achieve uniform height at about 18-24”
(relatively comfortable seating height). Terminate wall short of driveway to leave room
for potential repaving of driveway or installation of apron. Sod area between wall and
road pavement.
2. Repair asphalt or install apron where driveway intersects Randolph Street (we’d like
approval now, but don’t plan to do the work immediately).
3. Stabilize/stop collapse of existing gravel/river jack margin between street and west
garden with new low stone wall (concrete block with native stone veneer and cap). Wall
to be 1-2 inches above top plane of gravel/river jack. Remove rotting timbers and logs.
Use low wall to slow/divert salty runoff. Locate three or four steppers within the river
jack margin in areas most vulnerable to collapse.
4. Terrace sloping west garden with new steppers to stabilize soil and capture salty runoff.
Single layer of steppers at ends, double layer (if needed) at center. Gravel underpinning
with landscape fabric for stability and drainage. Add planting soil to replace
eroded/salted soil.
5. Rebuild front walkway steps between house and street to provide more uniform rise
and tread; replace broken stones; reuse stone unless rotted; remove rotting 2x6 lumber
edging; add LED downlights at each step for safety; Relocate and stabilize mailbox at top
of steps to reduce frequency of vehicle strikes. Add stacked stone wall behind mailbox
to hold soil in place. Add LED downlight to post cap and one light on stone wall. Stone
wall 8-12” high. Add simple iron handrail along north side of steps.
6. Replace existing gravel and dirt parking area with granite cobbles. Maintain same
elevation relative to pavement. Add stacked stone wall between cobble parking area
and garden to hold soil in place. Stone wall 8-12” high. 4 LED downlights in wall for
safety.

7. Repair slate pavers throughout patio area; intermix old pavers with new for uniform
effect; remove two Kousa dogwoods, one Nova Zembla rhododendron; one azalea, one
euonymus japonica and river jack from borders surrounding west façade of house;
install 9 LED spotlights to illuminate log construction along west facade. Capture runoff
from two downspouts and divert to north yard.
8. Extend tread of two steps at front door to west and north to allow door to open without
striking person standing at door. Use matching slate on rise and treads.
9. Replace informal, irregular slate paver walkway and stairs along south side of house
with uniform level walkway and stairs using matching slate material on concrete base.
Widen western end of walkway at intersection with west patio to capture runoff from
downspout, and provide seating area at same elevation as walkway. Terrace slope
below widened area of walkway with steppers to stabilize slope, provide flat planting
area, and complement existing steppers on slope down to fenced dog yard. Add LED
downlights to walkway steps and edge of widened area. Add 4 LED spotlights to
illuminate log construction on south facade.

